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tl; dl
remember, it’s really just digital scholarship

today!
- what is it?
- what do i have to do with it?
- how can i support/partner/lead?

truth
libraries have been in the digital scholarship game since before we had a term for it
**we <3 definitions**

“scholarship that is either produced using computational tools and methods or presented using digital technologies.”

- AHA

**we <3 definitions**

“research and teaching that is made possible by digital technologies, or that takes advantage of them to ask and answer questions in new ways”

- Melanie Schlosser @ OSU

**we <3 definitions**

“the use of digital evidence, methods of inquiry, research, publication and preservation to achieve scholarly and research goals.”

- Abby Rumsey @ UVa

**exercise #1**

**do you digital scholarship?**
a day in the life

- answer questions about stuff
- ask questions about stuff
- buy/rent stuff

- describe stuff
- build stuff
- research stuff
- manage stuff

teach stuff

collaborate about stuff

preserve stuff
answer questions about stuff

ask questions about stuff

buy/rent stuff

describe stuff
build stuff

research stuff

manage stuff

exercise #2

do you digital scholarship?
my plea

on behalf of digital scholarship librarians everywhere, we can’t do this alone

tl; dl

remember, it’s really just digital scholarship

thank you!

questions? comments? cathartic confessions?

@jambina
amybuckland@gmail.com